Abstract An orthogonal experimental scheme was designed for optimizing a water-cooled structure of the divertor plate. There were three influencing factors: the radius R of the watercooled pipe, and the pipe spacing L1 and L3. The influence rule of different factors on the cooling effect and thermal stress of the plate were studied, for which the influence rank was respectively R > L1 > L3 and L3 > R > L1. The highest temperature value decreased when R and L1 increased, and the maximum thermal stress value dropped when R, L1 and L3 increased. The final optimized results can be summarized as: R equals 6 mm or 7 mm, L1 equals 19 mm, and L3 equals 20 mm. Compared with the initial design, the highest temperature value had a small decline, and the maximum thermal stress value dropped by 19% to 24%. So it was not ideal to improve the cooling effect by optimizing the geometry sizes of the water-cooled structure, even worse than increasing the flow speed, but it was very effective for dropping the maximum thermal stress value. The orthogonal experimental method reduces the number of experiments by 80%, and thus it is feasible and effective to optimize the water-cooled structure of the divertor plate with the orthogonal theory.
Introduction
The EAST superconducting tokamak is facing more technology challenges with the international controlled thermonuclear fusion development [1, 2] . The plasma discharge time may be longer, and the plasma temperature and carried energy may be higher [3−5] . So, some components in the tokamak should meet more strict requirements [6, 7] . The divertor is one of the most important core components: its plates will receive most of the energy of the plasma along the magnetic lines of flux. Sometimes, the power density could exceed 10 MW per square meter [8] ; therefore, as the plates materials face the plasma directly, and bear the high temperature from the plasma, the thermal load even reaches up to dozens of megawatts per square meter [9, 10] .
One important task of the divertor is to remove the heat coming from the plasma edge, and avoid heat concentration. So an effective and active cooling system is the key to achieving this task [11] . Heat could be carried away by the cooling system, which will avoid producing high temperature gradients [12] , and the high temperature gradient would also lead to large thermal stress, so it should be controlled strictly. This paper lists ten design schemes in section 2 about the water-cooled structure for the tungsten divertor plates in EAST, and calculates their temperature distribution and thermal stress value by fluid dynamics and the static structure software in section 3. Then the calculated results are analyzed with orthogonal theory in section 4, and by analysis of variance in orthogonal theory, the influence rule of different water-cooled structure dimensions on the cooling effect and thermal stress of the plate is studied in detail to achieve the optimized water-cooled structure. Finally in section 5, this paper discusses the feasibility and effectiveness of the orthogonal theory.
Orthogonal experimental design
An orthogonal design table is the key in the orthogonal experimental method, all data of this table are analyzed with statistical mathematical principles. The largest advantage of this method is acquiring enough effective messages by a small amount of tests. The main steps for applying this method are as follows. First, determine the experimental purposes, for example, getting best optimized water-cooled structure in order to reduce the maximum temperature and thermal stress of the divertor plate is the research purpose of this paper. Second, choose characteristic indices, the maximum temperature and maximal thermal stress under the same heat load are two indices which can be used to judge the water-cooled structure. Third, elect relative factors which affect the characteristic indices, such as the radius of the water-cooled pipe, the pipe distribution, the pipe material and so on. Fourth, decide every level value of every factor; there are three or four or more levels. Fifth, design the orthogonal table; this paper designs a table with three factors and three levels. Sixth, make experimental schemes in accord with the orthogonal table, then calculate or measure every scheme to get experimental data. Seventh, analyze experimental data using range analysis and variance analysis methods to find the influence rule of each factor on the characteristic indices.
The plate is composed of a first wall, a buffer layer and a heat sink, as shown in Fig. 1 . Three factors are studied, i.e., the radius R of the water-cooled pipe, and the pipe spacing L 1 and L 3 . Because there is a screw hole between the two middle pipes, so the value of L 2 cannot be too small. Here L 2 is fixed as the minimal value, and all level design values are shown in Table 1 , in which the last group is taken as the initial design value. Because the key point of this paper is to study the influence rule of different water-cooled structure sizes on the cooling effect and thermal stress of the plate, so the changes of flow speed and heat flux density are not considered during optimization. Generally, the larger the flow velocity, the better the heat transfer effect. This viewpoint will be confirmed by numerical simulation after obtaining the optimized water-cooled structure.
As shown in Table 1 , there are three factors. Every factor has three value levels, so we would need 54 tests to calculate or measure the temperature and thermal stress of the plate according to traditional methods. That would cost a lot of time, labour, material and financial resources. However, the number of tests could be reduced to nine by an orthogonal design method, which will improve the efficiency, and save resources and costs. The orthogonal design table is given as Table 2 below. 
Calculated results and analysis
The computational model is shown in Fig. 2 . The tungsten, oxygen copper and Cu-Cr-Zr alloys are used as materials of the first wall, the buffer layer and the heat sink respectively. The parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 3 . Table 2 . The initial conditions are as follows: the velocity of water in the cooling pipes is 7 m/s, the heat flux is 1.95 MW/m 2 for the first row of tungsten material close to the outlet, and 1.1 MW/m 2 for the second row of tungsten material, and 0.2 MW/m 2 for the third row to the last row of tungsten material, which is close to the inlet. The thermal calculation results for the initial design are shown in Figs. 3-8 . The temperature of materials close to the outlet is very high due to the higher heat flux load. The highest temperature is 434 K in the first wall, as shown in Fig. 4 . The highest temperature of the buffer layer is 407 K, as shown in Fig. 5 . The temperature distribution of the heat sink is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The temperature at the bottom is lower than that at the surface, which shows that some heat has been carried away by the flowing water in the cooling pipes. So, the cooling effect is very obvious. As shown in Fig. 8 , the highest temperature of the water is 386 K, which is located in the outlet. The heat expansion coefficient of the plate materials is different, so if a temperature gradient exists, thermal stress will be produced. The above thermal calculation results show that the temperature gradients of the first wall, the buffer layer and the heat sink reach 122 K, 103 K and 109 K, respectively. So large temperature gradients will lead to very high thermal stress, as shown in Figs. 9-15 .
Displacement constraints are imposed on every support. The whole equivalent stress and deformation situation, amplified 100 times, is shown in Fig. 9 . The largest stress is 572 MPa, and is located in the interface between the first wall and the buffer layer, as shown in Fig. 10 . The equivalent stress of the first wall is shown in Fig. 11 , the maximum and minimum stresses are 572 MPa and 3.04 MPa, respectively. The equivalent stress of the buffer layer is shown in Fig. 12 , the maximum and minimum stresses are 483.7 MPa and 3.25 MPa, respectively. The equivalent stress of the heat sink is shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 . The maximum and minimum stresses are 271.17 MPa and 2.4×10 −2 MPa, respectively. The maximum stress is located at two sides of the inlet hole, where the deformation is large since the heat sink is very thin. The equivalent stress of the supports is shown in Fig. 15 . The maximum stress is 243.44 MPa, located in one support near the inlet. Table 4 . All data are expressed with K ij (i, j=1, 2, 3) in Table 4 , for example, K 23 means the sum of the calculation results when the third factor's (L 3 ) level is 2 in Table 2 . R is one-third of the difference between the maximum and minimum in the column. The larger the R, the larger the influence rank of the factor on the characteristic indices. The influence rank of the three factors on the plate's highest temperature is R > L 1 > L 3 by the range analysis method. The value of the highest temperature decreases with increasing R, but the influence is small between level 2 and level 3. The influence of factors L 1 and L 3 on the highest temperature of the plate is very small, and could be ignored. The influence rank of the three factors on the plate's largest thermal stress is L 3 > R > L 1 . As R increases, the largest thermal stress decreases, but the difference between level 2 and level 3 is small. So it is satisfactory while R is level 2 or level 3. The largest thermal stress decreases with increasing L 1 , so L 1 should be level 3. As L 3 increases, the largest thermal stress decreases gradually, so L 3 should be level 3.
The above analysis is based on the range analysis method, but it is necessary to analyze the calculation results with the variance analysis method in order to study the influence of error and different factors on the characteristic indices of the plate. Calculate the sum of the maximum temperature data from schemes 1-9 in Table 2 , and solve its fixed term and quadratic sum of the mean deviation using the data in Table 4 . The sum, the fixed term and the quadratic sum of the mean deviation are expressed in T , CT, and Because the quadratic sum of mean deviation S 3 is smaller than the quadratic sum of error deviation S 4 , so S 3 and S 4 should be seen as a new error, which is the sum of S 3 and S 4 , that is S 5 = S 3 + S 4 =2.4467. The degree of freedom of every factor expressed with f i (i =1, 2, 3, 4) is 2. If the new degree of freedom of error is expressed with f 5 , thenf 5 = f 3 + f 4 =4. Calculate the value of F i (i =1, 2) [13−23] :
Considering that the degree of freedom of error f 5 is 4, look up Table F [15] , the values of F are respectively 18 and 4.32 when the α equal 0.01 and 0.1, the value of 0.01 means the reliability of analysis reaches 99%, similarly, 0.1 means the reliability of analysis reaches 90%. If F i (i =1, 2) is greater than 18, the ith factor has a highly significant influence on the characteristic index. If F i (i =1, 2) is greater than 4.32, the i-th factor has an influence on the characteristic index. Now, F 1 is 110.2628, greater than 18, and F 2 is 4.5422, greater than 4.32. So the first factor R has a highly significant influence on the highest temperature of the plate, and the second factor L 1 has an influence on the highest temperature of the plate. Because the quadratic sum of mean deviation S 3 is seen as the error in the above analysis, so the third factor L 3 has little impact on the highest temperature of the plate, that is, the level value of the L 3 can be 1 or 2 or 3. From the viewpoint of decreasing the highest temperature, the levels of three factors are optimized as follows: the level of R equals 3, the level of L 1 equals 2 or 3, and the level of L 3 equals 1 or 2 or 3.
Similarly, the influence of the three factors on the largest thermal stress of the plate is analyzed as follows:
3 − CT = 6072.8867,
3 − CT = 3230.8867,
3 − CT = 8144.22,
The quadratic sum of mean deviation S 4 is the error. The degree of freedom of error f 4 is 2. Calculate the value of F i (i =1, 2, 3) [13−23] :
Considering that the degree of freedom of error f 4 is 2, from Table F [15] , the values of F respectively are 19, 9 and 3 when the α equal 0.05, 0.1 and 0.25. The value of 0.05 means the reliability of analysis reaches 95%, 0.1 means the reliability of analysis reaches 90%, and 0.25 means the reliability of analysis is only 75%. If F i (i =1, 2) is greater than 19, the ith factor has a significant influence on the characteristic index. If F i (i =1,2) is greater than 9, the i-th factor has an influence on the characteristic index. If F i (i =1, 2) is greater than 3, the ith factor has a very small influence on the characteristic index, and the influence could even be ignored. Now, F 3 is 20.05, greater than 19, F 1 is 14.9, greater than 9, and F 2 is 7.95, greater than 3. So the third factor L 3 has a significant influence on the largest thermal stress of the plate, the first factor R has an influence on the largest thermal stress of the plate, and the second factor L 1 has a very small influence on the largest thermal stress of the plate, and the influence could even be ignored. From the viewpoint of decreasing the largest thermal stress, the levels of three factors are optimized as follows: the level of R equals 2 or 3, the level of L 1 equals 3, and the level of L 3 equals 3.
By the above analysis, the best optimized schemes have two groups. The first group: R = 6 mm, L 1 = 19 mm and L 3 = 20 mm. The second group: R = 7 mm, L 1 = 19 mm and L 3 = 20 mm. However, the two schemes are not included in Table 2 , so they should be additionally calculated. The calculation results of the first group show that the highest temperature is 430 K, and the temperature gradients of the first wall, the buffer layer and the heat sink are 126 K, 101 K and 106 K, respectively, and the largest equivalent thermal stresses of the first wall, the buffer layer, the heat sink and the supports are 463 MPa, 420 MPa, 242 MPa and 239 MPa, respectively.
The calculation results of the second group show that the highest temperature is 428 K, and the temperature gradients are 123 K, 103 K and 107 K, respectively, and the largest equivalent thermal stresses are 434 MPa, 394 MPa, 198 MPa and 191 MPa, respectively.
The highest temperature and largest thermal stress of the plate both decrease when compared with the calculation results of the two optimized schemes with the initial design scheme's.
All the above analysis results do not consider the influence of flow velocity on the heat transfer effect of the plate, because the flow speed is fixed at 7 m/s. Take the second group of optimized schemes as an example, the highest temperatures are 446 K and 417 K, respectively when the flow speeds of the water in the cooling pipes are 5 m/s and 9 m/s. Compared with changing the geometrical sizes of the cooling pipes, the influence of flow velocity on the heat transfer effect is greater.
Conclusion
The water-cooled structure of the divertor plate in EAST is analyzed and optimized with orthogonal theory method. The highest temperature and largest thermal stress are chosen as the characteristic indices. The present results show that:
a. The influence of three factors on the cooling effect of the plate follows the sequence: R, L 1 and L 3 . R highly significantly affects the cooling effect of the plate, and the analysis reliability is up to 99%. L 1 has influence, and the analysis reliability is 90%. L 3 has little influence. For the thermal stress of the plate, the influence rank is L 3 , R and L 1 . L 3 has a significant influence on the thermal stress of the plate, and the analysis reliability is 95%. R has an influence, and the analysis reliability is 90%. L 1 has a very small influence, and the analysis reliability is only 75%.
b. The final optimized schemes can be summarized as: R=6 mm or 7 mm, L 1 =19 mm and L 3 =20 mm. Compared with the initial design, the largest thermal stress values of the plate are reduced by 19%-24%, but the highest temperature value of the plate drops only slightly.
c. The cooling effect is not obvious by optimizing the geometrical sizes of the cooling pipes, it is even worse than increasing the flow speed of water in the cooling pipes. However, it is very good for reducing the largest thermal stress of the plate.
d. The number of experiments can be reduced by 80% using the orthogonal method. Therefore, it is feasible and effective to optimize the water-cooled structure of the divertor plate with the orthogonal theory.
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